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Expert Trading Systems: Modeling Financial Markets with Kernel RegressionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	With the proliferation of computer programs to predict market direction, professional traders and sophisticated individual investors have increasingly turned to mathematical modeling to develop predictive systems. Kernel regression is a popular data modeling technique that can yield useful results fast.

	

	Provides data modeling...
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Data Analytics: Concepts, Techniques, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2018

	
		Large data sets arriving at every increasing speeds require a new set of efficient data analysis techniques. Data analytics are becoming an essential component for every organization and technologies such as health care, financial trading, Internet of Things, Smart Cities or Cyber Physical Systems. However, these diverse application...
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Sniper Trading Workbook: Step-by-Step Exercises to Help You Master Sniper TradingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Important lessons and key investment strategies for trading stocks, options, and futures

	Sniper Trading helps readers fine-tune their trading to the point where they know exactly where the market will go and when it will get there. With thirty years of experience, George Angell shows readers how to trade successfully on a consistent...
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Data Modeling of Financial Derivatives: A Conceptual ApproachApress, 2013

	Written in plain English and based on successful client engagements, Data Modeling of Financial Derivatives: A Conceptual Approach introduces new and veteran data modelers, financial analysts, and IT professionals to the fascinating world of financial derivatives. Covering futures, forwards, options, swaps, and forward rate...
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The Bank Analyst's Handbook: Money, Risk and Conjuring TricksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Financial institutions have few friends. However, despite their poor image, they provide a range of services without which it is difficult to envisage how a modern economy could operate. It is also true that banks attract some of the brightest and most highly qualified people of any industry. Money is one factor, banks pay well for top talent, but...
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Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself - Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Sams Teach Yourself eBay® in 10 Minutes


	 


	Michael Miller


	 


	Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes offers straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working...
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Beginning ASP.NET 1.1 E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2004

	WELCOME TO BeginningASRNET 1.1 E-Commerce!The explosive growth ofretail over

	the Internet is encouraging more small- to medium-sized businesses to consider the

	benefits of setting up e-commerce web sites. While there are great and obvious

	advantages to trading online, there are also many hidden pitfalls that may be

	encountered...
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The Profitable Supply Chain: A Practitioner's GuideApress, 2014

	The Profitable Supply Chain: A Practitioner's Guide provides a first-principles approach to understanding the drivers of today’s successful supply chains, covering everything from inventory and demand management to network planning to technology-driven improvements in efficient supply chain management.


	Apart from...
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F# for Quantitative FinancePackt Publishing, 2013

	An introductory guide to utilizing F# for quantitative finance leveraging the .NET platform


	Overview

	
		Learn functional programming with an easy-to-follow combination of theory and tutorials
	
		Build a complete automated trading system with the help of code snippets
	
		Use F#...
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Google Hacking for Penetration Testers, Volume 2Syngress Publishing, 2007
A self-respecting Google hacker spends hours trolling the Internet for juicy stuff. Firing off search after search, they thrive on the thrill of finding clean, mean, streamlined queries and get a real rush from sharing those queries and trading screenshots of their findings. I know because Ive seen it with my own eyes. As the founder of the Google...
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How to Do Everything MacBookMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Easy-to-follow coverage of portable Macs, including the MacBook, MacBook Pro, and MacBook Air


	How to Do Everything: MacBook strongly emphasizes the portability and other unique features of the laptop versions of the Mac, examining ports and jacks, discussing user accounts and privacy, managing multiple network connections,...
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The Master Swing Trader Toolkit: The Market Survival GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	With more than 50,000 copies sold, Alan Farley’s The Master Swing Trader has become the definitive guide for maximizing profit from short-term price moves. Now in his highly anticipated companion volume, The Master Swing Trader Toolkit: The Market Survival Guide, Farley builds on his proven strategies and techniques and...
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